Kindy Term 3
ABORIGINAL CULTURE & NAIDOC
We will begin the term by exploring Aboriginal Culture
and celebrating NAIDOC
AUSTRALIAN ANIMALS
This term we will explore many Australian Animals and learn
about their classification, habitat, lives, the food they eat, their
young and lots more.
LITERACY
Our Phonemic Awareness program will focus on rhyming words, where
children will be led to hear and identify these words through
games and stories. We will continue to talk about how
letters make sounds, practice our letter recognition and
listening for initial sounds. We will continue to practice
making the speech sounds through songs and actions.
We will continue to immerse children in shared and
modelled reading and writing experiences. The children are
making good progress with their name writing and we will continue to practice
letter formation and pencil grip.
MATHEMATICS
We continue our journey using many number skills and concepts. We will play
lots of Maths games to reinforce the following: recognising, counting, ordering
and subitising numbers. We will explore measurement of length and weight
this term also. Our Maths games will continue to include lots of hands on
activities and we will begin using games on the iPad to look at counting using a
ten frame and partitioning numbers to 10.
MORNING WORK
Our morning work stations include name writing and letter
formation practice as well as fine motor games and activities
to build strength in this area.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
In Religious Education we will begin to look at the Fruits of the Holy Spirit and
how we can use these in our life. We will also look at Parables and Bible stories
such as ‘The Lost Sheep’ and ‘Zacchaeus the Tax Collector’

TECHNOLOGY
We will be reading ‘Hello Ruby’ which is an introduction into the world of
coding and computers. We will explore what a computer is, how they work,
where we can find them and what we use them for.
PLAY
We have introduced lots of loose parts play to both our indoor and outdoor
areas. The children really enjoy creating, building, experimenting and problem
solving with all of the bits and pieces. You may see a bit more mess, but it is a
sign of great fun and lots of learning.
Another fun filled term in Kindy!
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